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Abstract. The fracture resistance of different advanced high strength steel (AHSS) sheets for automotive
applications is investigated through conventional tensile tests, fracture toughness measurements and hole
expansion tests. Different fracture-related parameters, such as the true fracture strain (TFS), the true thickness
strain (TTS), the fracture toughness at crack initiation (wei), the specific essential work of fracture (we) and the hole
expansion ratio (HER) are assessed. The specific essential work of fracture (we) is shown to be a suitable parameter
to evaluate the local formability and fracture resistance of AHSS. The results reveal that fracture toughness cannot
be estimated from any of the parameters derived from tensile tests and show the importance of microstructural
features on crack propagation resistance. Based on the relation fracture toughness-local formability, a new AHSS
classification mapping accounting for global formability and cracking resistance is proposed. Furthermore, a
physically motivated fracture criterion for edge-cracking prediction, based on thickness strain measurements in
fatigue pre-cracked DENT specimens, is proposed.
Keywords: Fracture toughness, advanced high strength steel sheets, stretch flangeability, cracking
resistance, local formability

1. Introduction
Advanced high strength steels (AHSS) play a fundamental role in the development of modern
lightweight automobiles. The use of these steels for structural and safety related automotive components
is undergoing a continuous increase in the last years. The body structure of current passenger cars can
have up to 51% of AHSS [1] and this percentage might grow up to 65% in upcoming vehicles [1,2]. The
main advantage of AHSS is their excellent combination of high strength and good ductility, which has
significantly contributed to reduce the total vehicle mass, while improving crash performance.
The AHSS family comprises a wide variety of complex multiphase microstructures that provide unique
combinations of mechanical properties by adjusting their chemical composition and thermomechanical
processing routes. AHSS are categorized in three main groups or families: 1st, 2nd and 3rd generation
AHSS [1]. Dual Phase (DP), Complex Phase (CP), Martensitic (MS), Press-hardened (PHS) and
Transformation-Induced Plasticity (TRIP) steels are part of the 1st generation of AHSS. This generation
is characterized by showing higher strength and formability than single-phase high strength low alloyed
(HSLA) steels [3]. The 2nd generation includes Twinning-Induced Plasticity (TWIP) and austenitic
steels. These steels present excellent ductility compared to the 1st generation AHSS at similar strength
levels. However, their high alloy content, which significantly increases production costs, and other
problems related to delayed fractures and poor weldability have limited their application [4]. The 3rd
generation arose to cover the gap between the 1st and the 2nd generation of AHSS. These steels exhibit
higher strength and formability than the 1st generation of steels at significantly lower costs than the 2nd
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generation of steels [1]. Some of the steels developed under this classification are TBF (TRIP-aided
bainitic ferritic) and Q&P (quenching and partitioning) steels. Other TRIP-assisted steels, such as
medium-Mn [5] or δ-TRIP steels [6], and nanoprecipitation steels [7] are under development.
The development of new AHSS with higher strengths has introduced new forming challenges and
fracture problems related to their limited cracking resistance, as for example edge fractures, limited hole
expandability, etc. [8-10]. Often, these fractures are not coherent with conventional formability criteria
based on elongation values from tensile tests or forming limit curves (FLC) [8]. A clear example is the
edge formability of DP and CP steels. DP steels usually show lower edge formability and hole expansion
ability than CP steels, even though the former have greater uniform and total elongation and higher limit
strains in the FLC [9, 11-15]. This inconsistency between fracture resistance and traditional ductility
definitions, motivated the development of new formability criteria for AHSS, differentiating between
global and local formability [16, 17]. The term global formability refers to the most traditional
interpretation of formability, i.e. the resistance against the onset of necking instability, and it is well
described by tensile properties (strain hardening exponent, true uniform strain) and FLC. On the other
hand, local formability is linked to the material’s damage tolerance and cracking resistance (bendability,
edge cracking, hole expansion, etc.) and, as mentioned before, has no apparent relation with tensile
strength/ductility properties. Consequently, alternative approaches have been developed to
experimentally assess the local formability of AHSS. The Hole Expansion Test (HET) according to ISO
16630 [18] is well established as a standard procedure for stretch flangeability evaluation of AHSS
sheets and the Hole Expansion Ratio (HER) has become an almost mandatory parameter for AHSS
products manufacturers. Nevertheless, the HER is not a material property and depends on many external
factors that can cause large data scattering and compromise its reliability: hole preparation method, edge
quality, tool stiffness, test operator, crack detection method, etc. [11,15, 19-24]. In order to overcome
such uncertainties and improve the accuracy of edge formability prediction, a series of alternative tests
based on optical strain measurements and digital image correlation (DIC) techniques have been
proposed [15, 24-29].
More recently, other authors have suggested the use of local fracture strain measurements from uniaxial
tensile specimens, such as the true fracture strain (TFS or εf) [16], the reduction of area (Z-value) [30]
or the true thickness strain (TTS) [17,30], as an indicator of local formability of AHSS. Hance [16]
proposed the TFS derived from the reduction of area fracture surface to assess the fracture resistance of
AHSS sheets and, on the basis of this parameter, developed enhanced formability mappings and defined
different performance levels for AHSS [16,31]. Larour et al. [30] and Heibel et al. [17] observed a very
good correlation between the TTS and the HER of several AHSS grades. Following the idea of Hance,
Heibel et al. proposed a new classification of AHSS according to their global and local ductility, using
the true uniform strain and the TTS, respectively [17].
By definition, local formability is related to the material’s crack nucleation and propagation resistance,
i.e. its fracture toughness. Accordingly, other researchers have used different approaches based on
fracture mechanics testing for fracture resistance and local ductility assessment of AHSS [9,14,15, 3235]. For instance, Takahashi et al. [32] investigated stretch flangeability of different hot rolled high
strength steels and found a linear correlation between Jc and HER. Similar correlation between fracture
toughness values and HER were observed by Casellas et al. [14], Yoon et al. [33] and Frómeta et al. [9,
15]. In [34] and [35], a link was established between crack propagation resistance and crash folding
behavior and other local ductility parameters for several AHSS grades (V-bending, local fracture strain
from DIC, etc.).
Following such research, the present work aims at providing further evidence on the relationship
between fracture toughness and cracking resistance of AHSS and proposes a new fracture performance
classification for AHSS according to their crack propagation resistance. The fracture resistance of
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different 1st and 3rd generation AHSS steel grades with ultimate tensile strengths (UTS) from 780 to
1180 MPa is investigated by means of uniaxial tensile tests, essential work of fracture tests and hole
expansion tests. The correlation between the different parameters is investigated and the role of the main
microstructural characteristics on fracture performance is discussed. The microstructure – material
performance relationship is addressed by using the fracture toughness and fracture strain values derived
from these tests, because such properties are well correlated to edge cracking and impact crack
propagation behavior [9,14,15,34,35]. Based on such analysis, a global ductility vs. fracture toughness
diagram is presented to describe the overall formability and fracture resistance of AHSS.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials
Six cold rolled AHSS grades in the range of 780-1180 MPa UTS are investigated. The steels were
manufactured and supplied by voestalpine Stahl and ArcelorMittal. Table 1 classifies the 6 AHSS grades
according to their strength level and AHSS generation. The steel supplier is also indicated. All the steels
were provided in the form of 1.4-1.6 mm thick sheets, except for the 3rd Gen DP1180 (t=1.2 mm).
Microstructures are shown in Figure 1 to Figure 3. The figures show optical micrographs after LePera
etching and scanning electron microscope (SEM) images. The chemical compositions and the
microstructural constituents are given in Table 2 and Table 3, respectively. The retained austenite (RA)
volume fraction was measured via the saturation magnetization method, as explained in [36].
780 MPa grades show a matrix mainly consisting of ferrite (F) and bainite (B) with different amounts
of martensite (M) and martensite/retained austenite (M/RA) islands. DP780 has a lower amount of RA
when compared to the TRIP780 grade. On the other hand, DP980 has a ferritic-bainitic matrix with some
amount of tempered martensite and a lower amount of hard martensite islands, which are finely
distributed.
3rd Gen DP1180 both consists of a matrix of partly upper bainite (UB) with globular islands of M/RA,
and partly of lower bainite/tempered martensite (LB/TM) with globular and lamellar formed islands of
M/RA. The 3rd Gen TBF1180 is composed of a matrix of carbide-free bainite with globular islands of
M/RA and laths of RA. However, the structure of the 3rd Gen TBF1180 is a bit coarser than the one of
3rd Gen DP1180, which might be attributed to a larger size in prior austenite grains. The microstructure
of the grade 3rd Gen Q&P1180 is significantly different when compared to the 3rd Gen DP1180 and
TBF1180 steels. It has a matrix consisting of tempered or carbon-depleted martensite, including lathlike retained austenite, globular islands of M/RA and bainite. All three 1180MPa grades show quite high
contents of retained austenite (12-16%).
Table 1. Description of the investigated AHSS grades

AHSS
generation

Strength level
[MPa]
780

1st GEN

rd

3 GEN

Steel
denomination
DP780
TRIP780

Thickness
[mm]
1.5
1.6

voestalpine
ArcelorMittal

Supplier

980

DP980

1.35

voestalpine

1180

3rd Gen DP1180
3rd Gen TBF1180
3rd Gen Q&P1180

1.2
1.4
1.5

voestalpine
ArcelorMittal
ArcelorMittal
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Table 2. Chemical composition (in weight per cent, the balance is Fe).

Steel grade
DP780
TRIP780
DP980
3rd Gen DP1180
3rd Gen TBF1180
3rd Gen Q&P1180

C
~0.15
~0.20
~0.15
~0.20
~0.23
~0.18

Si
<0.9
~1.60
<0.5
<2.0
<2.0
<2.0

Mn
<2.0
~1.70
~2.3
~2.5
<2.9
<2.9

Cr
<0.7
~0.02
<0.7
<0.7
<0.7
<0.7

B
<0.003
<0.001
<0.003
<0.003
<0.005
<0.005

Al
~0.05
~0.05
~0.05
~0.05
~0.04
~0.03

Ti
<0.0060
~0.0070
<0.0060
<0.0060
~0.0070
~0.0060

Table 3. Microstructural constituents. F: ferrite, B: Bainite, M: Martensite, TM: Tempered martensite, RA:
retained austenite. UB: Upper bainite, LB: Lower bainite.
Steel

Microstructure

DP780
TRIP780
DP980
3rd Gen DP1180
3rd Gen TBF1180
3rd Gen Q&P1180

F/B matrix, M/RA islands
F/B matrix, M/RA islands
F/B matrix, TM, M islands, RA
UB/LB matrix, M/RA islands and laths
Carbide-free B matrix, M/RA islands and laths of RA
TM matrix, B, M/RA islands and laths of RA

RA volume fraction,
Vγ [%]
9.8
15.6
5.5
14.8
15.5
12.6

Figure 1. Micrographs of 780 MPa steel grades. Left: Optical microscopy with LePera etching. Right: SEM. a)
DP780. b) TRIP780
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Figure 2. Micrographs of DP980. Left: Optical microscopy with LePera etching. Right: SEM.

Figure 3. Micrographs of 1180 MPa steel grades. Left: Optical microscopy with LePera etching. Right: SEM. a)
3rd Gen DP1180, b) 3rd Gen TBF1180 and c) 3rd Gen Q&P1180.
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2.2. Experimental procedure
2.2.1. Uniaxial tensile tests
Conventional uniaxial tensile tests were performed according to ISO 6892-1 [37]. Standard tensile
specimens with a parallel length of 120 mm and a width of 20 mm were machined at transverse
orientation respect to the rolling direction. An initial gauge length of 80 mm was used for elongation
measurements and 3 specimens per material were tested.
The true fracture strain (TFS), derived from the reduction of area at the fracture location was evaluated
according to Equation 1:
𝐴

𝑇𝐹𝑆 = 𝑙𝑛 (𝐴0 )
𝑓

Equation 1

where A0 is the initial cross section area and Af is the area at fracture. The area at fracture was measured
from the fracture surface of the tensile specimens according to ASTM E8 [38] with an optical
microscope. Thickness measurements were performed on the left (tleft) and right (tright) edges and in the
middle of the fracture surface (tmid) (Figure 4). From this, the thickness at fracture (tf) was obtained as
follows:
1
6

𝑡𝑓 = (𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 + 4𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑑 + 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 )

Equation 2

Af is calculated according to Equation 3:
𝐴𝑓 = 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ𝑓 ∗ 𝑡𝑓

Equation 3

where widthf is the width of the fractured area (Figure 4).
The true thickness strain (TTS) was calculated using Equation 4:
𝑡

𝑇𝑇𝑆 = 𝑙𝑛 (𝑡0 )
𝑓

Equation 4

where to is the initial sheet thickness.

Figure 4. Fracture surface of a uniaxial tensile specimen and location of the thickness and width measurements
performed to evaluate the TFS and the TTS. The dashed line represents the contour of the fractured area.
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2.2.2. Fracture toughness
The fracture toughness of the studied AHSS grades was evaluated by means of the essential work of
fracture (EWF) methodology [39]. The method allows to experimentally separate the ductile fracture
energy (Wf) into two energetic contributions, as shown in Equation 5.
𝑊𝑓 = 𝑊𝑒 + 𝑊𝑝 = 𝑤𝑒 𝑙0 𝑡0 + 𝑤𝑝 𝛽𝑙0 2 𝑡0

Equation 5

where We is the essential work of fracture developed in the fracture process zone and Wp is the nonessential plastic work dissipated in an outer region surrounding the crack plane. we is the specific work
of fracture per unit area, l0 is the ligament length, t0 is the specimen thickness, wp is the specific nonessential plastic work per unit volume and β is a shape factor that depends on the shape of the plastic
zone. Dividing Equation 5 by the initial cross section area (l0t0) gives:
𝑊𝑓
𝑙0 𝑡 0

= 𝑤𝑓 = 𝑤𝑒 + 𝑤𝑝 𝛽𝑙0

Equation 6

According to Equation 6, if a series of specimens with different ligament lengths is tested up to fracture
and wf is plotted against the ligament length (l0), a straight line is obtained. Then, we can be determined
by linear extrapolation to zero ligament length. we has shown to be a suitable parameter to describe the
crack propagation resistance of thin ductile sheets, including polymers [40-42], metals [43-47] and
AHSS [9, 14, 15, 34, 35, 48-52]. It is important to point out that the plane stress fracture toughness of
thin ductile sheets has an important contribution from necking and, therefore, the measured we cannot
be considered an intrinsic material property but a material constant for the given sheet thickness.
Even though we has shown to be independent of the specimen geometry and can be obtained from
different geometries [40, 42], for thin sheets, the EWF testing protocol [53] developed by the European
Structural Integrity Society (ESIS) recommends the use of Double Edge Notched Tension (DENT)
specimens because of its symmetry and minimal specimen rotation and buckling during testing.
In the present work, EWF tests were performed by testing rectangular DENT specimens with dimensions
of 240 x 55 mm machined in the transverse orientation with respect to the rolling direction (notches
aligned in the rolling direction). Five different initial ligament lengths (l0) ranging from 6 to 14 mm were
used and 3 specimens per ligament length were tested. The specimens were tested up to fracture at a
constant cross-head speed of 1 mm/min. Initial notches were machined by electrical discharge
machining (EDM) and fatigue pre-cracks were nucleated at the notch root to avoid the effect of the notch
radius on fracture toughness results (Figure 5a).
The fracture toughness at crack initiation (wei) was also assessed by calculating the energy up to the
onset of crack propagation as described in [34] and [51]. Further details about the experimental
procedure for the determination of the EWF in AHSS sheets are published in previous works [14, 34,
35,49-51].
The thickness strain of the DENT specimens was evaluated according to Equation 7:
𝑡

𝜀3𝑓 𝐷𝐸𝑁𝑇 = 𝑙𝑛 (𝑡0 )
𝑓

Equation 7

where to is the initial sheet thickness and tf is the thickness at fracture measured from the fracture surface
(Figure 5b). The thickness measurements were performed at different locations and the evolution of ε3f
DENT as a function of the distance from the crack tip was evaluated [51]. Two different terms were
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identified: the thickness strain at crack initiation (ε3f DENT i) and the thickness strain for the stable crack
propagation (ε3f DENT p).

Figure 5. a) DENT specimen used for EWF tests and detail of the fatigue pre-crack at the notch root. b) Fracture
surface of a DENT specimen and location of the different thickness measurements. The dashed line indicates the
crack tip.

2.2.3. Hole Expansion Tests
Hole expansion tests (HET) were performed according to ISO 16630 [18]. Square samples 100x100 mm
with an initial punched hole 10 mm in diameter in the centre were used (Figure 6a). According to
standard recommendations, the hole was punched using a punch-to-die clearance of 12 ± 2 %. The hole
expansion was performed using a conical expansion tool with a top angle of 60º. The tests were
conducted in a universal testing machine at displacement rate of 1 mm/s and were stopped after the first
through-thickness crack was observed. Crack formation was detected by using a high resolution video
camera (Figure 6). A minimum of 5 specimens per material were tested. The limiting hole expansion
ratio (HER) was obtained as follows:

𝐻𝐸𝑅 =

𝐷ℎ −𝐷0
𝐷ℎ

× 100

Equation 8

where Dh is the hole diameter after failure and D0 is the initial hole diameter. Dh was measured from the
images of the video camera by using a digital image analysis software (Figure 6d).
Furthermore, thickness measurements at the crack edge were performed by sectioning the cracks of HET
specimens after the test, as suggested in [54]. Figure 6e shows a longitudinal section of a crack and the
thickness measurements performed at different distances from the punched hole edge. Thickness strains
were calculated in the same manner as described above for DENT specimens (Equation 7).
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Figure 6. a) Specimen geometry for HET. b, c) Schematic representation of the experimental procedure for the
HET. Before (b) and after (c) the test. d) Digital image used for the evaluation of the HER. e) Longitudinal section
of a crack in a HET specimen after the test and location of the thickness measurements performed. SAZ: shear
affected zone.

3. Results
3.1. Uniaxial tensile properties
Figure 7 shows the engineering and true stress-strain curves for the 6 AHSS grades investigated. True
stress-strain curves are represented up to the uniform strain and linearly extrapolated to the true fracture
strain. The fracture stress was calculated by dividing the load at fracture by the fracture area. The
mechanical properties are summarized in Table 4.
DP780 shows comparable YS and UTS but lower elongation (both uniform and total) and UTSxTE than
TRIP780. Both steels also show similar strain hardening exponent (calculated between 2 and 4% of
deformation) and TFS. DP980 shows higher strength and lower elongation than 780MPa steel grades.
However, it exhibits higher TFS. Despite their higher strength, 3rd Gen 1180 MPa steel grades show
greater uniform and total elongation values than DP980. The 3rd Gen DP1180 presents lower YS, slightly
higher UE/TE and the same UTS level than 3rd Gen TBF1180. 3rd Gen Q&P1180 has similar elongation
to 3rd Gen TBF1180 but higher YS and slightly lower UTS. 3rd Gen DP1180 shows the greatest UTSxTE
product of the three 1180MPa grades. On the other hand, 3rd Gen Q&P1180 shows the greatest TFS of
the investigated steel grades.
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Figure 7. Engineering (left) and true (right) stress-strain curves for the investigated AHSS grades.
Table 4. Mechanical properties for the transverse direction. YS= yield stress; UTS = ultimate tensile strength; UE
= uniform elongation; TE = total elongation (initial gauge length of 80 mm); n2-4 = strain hardening exponent
between 2 and 4% deformation; TUE = true uniform strain; TFS = true fracture strain; TTS= true thickness strain.
Steel
DP780
TRIP780
DP980
3rd Gen DP1180
3rd Gen TBF1180
3rd Gen Q&P1180

YS
[MPa]
513
542
816
895
987
1034

UTS
[MPa]
823
851
1055
1212
1216
1191

YS/UTS
[-]
0.62
0.64
0.77
0.74
0.81
0.87

UE
[%]
14.2
20.7
6.54
10.5
9.2
9.2

TE
[%]
19.9
25.8
9.7
14.3
12.6
13.1

n2-4
[-]
0.20
0.20
0.13
0.15
0.11
0.09

TUE
[-]
0.13
0.19
0.06
0.10
0.09
0.09

TFS
[-]
0.48
0.49
0.57
0.49
0.55
0.63

TTS
[-]
0.45
0.25
0.57
0.51
0.57
0.64

UTSxTE
[MPa*%]
16378
21956
10234
17332
15322
15602

3.2. Fracture toughness
3.2.1. Essential Work of Fracture
Figure 8 shows the results from EWF tests. we and wei values are given in Table 5. TRIP780 shows one
of the lowest we of the investigated steels, comparable to that of 3rd Gen DP1180 and 3rd Gen TBF1180.
DP780 has slightly greater we, similar to DP980 (we ≈ 150 kJ/m2). 3rd Gen Q&P1180 presents the greatest
we. Concerning the fracture toughness at crack initiation, the trend is similar to the one observed for we.
TRIP780, 3rd Gen DP1180 and 3rd Gen TBF1180 have slightly lower wei than DP780 and DP980 while
3rd Gen Q&P1180 shows the greatest wei. DP780 and DP980 present the highest contribution from crack
propagation resistance after initiation (wei/we ≈ 0.80). In 3rd Gen DP1180 and 3rd Gen TBF1180 steels,
such contribution is lower (wei/we ≈ 0.90). For the steels TRIP780 and 3rd Gen Q&P1180, the energy for
crack initiation represents 0.98 and 0.94 of the total fracture energy, respectively.
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Figure 8. wf as a function of the ligament length (l0) for: a) 780 MPa, b) 980 MPa and c) 1180 MPa steel grades.
d) we and wei for all the investigated AHSS grades.

3.2.2. Fracture thickness strain from DENT specimens
Thickness strain of DENT specimens is plotted in Figure 9 as a function of the distance from the crack
tip. ε3f DENT i and ε3f DENT p values are summarized in Figure 9d and Table 5.
ε3f DENT i corresponds to the value of ε3f DENT at the crack tip (distance from crack tip= 0 mm). As observed
in Figure 9a-c, ε3f DENT reaches a constant value, corresponding to the stable crack propagation, around
0.4-0.5 mm from the crack tip. ε3f DENT p is an average of ε3f DENT for a crack tip distance between 0.4 and
0.8 mm.
The steels DP780, TRIP780, DP980 and 3rd Gen Q&P1180 present similar thickness strain at crack
initiation (ε3f DENT i ≈ 0.08). 3rd Gen DP1180 and 3rd Gen TBF1180 show lower ε3f DENT i (≈ 0.05). DP780
also exhibits the greatest thickness strain for the crack propagation, followed by 3rd Gen Q&P1180 and
TRIP780. Finally, DP980, 3rd Gen DP1180 and 3rd Gen TBF1180 present the lowest ε3f DENT p.
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Figure 9. ε3f DENT as a function of the distance from the crack tip for: a) 780 MPa, b) 980 MPa and c) 1180 MPa
steel grades. d) ε3f DENT i and ε3f DENT p for all the investigated AHSS grades.

3.3. Hole Expansion tests
The measured HER values are shown in Figure 10a and Table 5. The results are the average of 5
specimens. The standard deviation is indicated (error bars). The Q&P steel exhibits the greatest HER,
followed by DP980 and DP780. The latter shows very similar HER as 3rd Gen DP1180 and 3rd Gen
TBF1180. The TRIP780 steel presents the lowest HER among the investigated steels.
In Figure 10b-d, the thickness strain measured from HET specimens is plotted as a function of the
distance from the punched hole edge. Because of the lower thickness in the shear affected zone (SAZ),
the values of thickness strain are higher near the hole edge. After an initial transition, the thickness strain
stabilizes at a distance of approximately 0.5-0.6 mm from the edge. To avoid the influence of the SAZ
in thickness measurements, thickness strain for HET specimens was determined for a distance between
0.5 and 1.5 mm. The values of true thickness strain in HET specimens (TTS HET) are summarized in
Table 5.
Small differences can be appreciated in TTS HET for the investigated AHSS grades. Most of the steels
(DP780, DP980, 3rd Gen DP1180 and 3rd Gen TBF1180) present similar thinning at fracture in HET
specimens (TTS HET ≈ 0.11). 3rd Gen Q&P1180 and TRIP780 show the highest and lowest TTS HET,
respectively.
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Figure 10. a) Hole expansion ratio values for the investigated AHSS grades. b, c, d) Thickness strain near the
crack measured from HET specimens.
Table 5. Results from EWF tests and HET
Thickness strain
DENT

EWF
Steel
DP780
TRIP780
DP980
3rd Gen DP1180
3rd Gen TBF1180
3rd Gen Q&P1180

wei
[kJ/m2]
123 ± 14
104 ± 14
119 ± 25
105 ± 9
90 ± 15
184 ± 14

we
[kJ/m2]
151 ± 31
106 ± 24
149 ± 21
115 ± 20
104 ± 30
196 ± 31

ε3f DENT i

ε3f DENT p

[-]
0.08 ± 0.01
0.07 ± 0.00
0.08 ± 0.01
0.05 ± 0.00
0.06 ± 0.01
0.09 ± 0.02

[-]
0.17 ± 0.00
0.14 ± 0.01
0.11 ± 0.01
0.10 ± 0.01
0.10 ± 0.03
0.14 ± 0.02

HET
HER [%]
34 ± 3
23 ± 3
38 ± 1
32 ± 1
28 ± 2
41 ± 4

TTS HET
[-]
0.11 ± 0.03
0.08 ± 0.00
0.11 ± 0.02
0.10 ± 0.02
0.11 ± 0.02
0.12 ± 0.01

4. Discussion
4.1. Effect of the microstructure on mechanical properties and fracture resistance
The mechanical properties of AHSS are closely related to their complex multiphase microstructures.
The two investigated 780 MPa steel grades, DP780 and TRIP780, have similar microstructures
consisting of a ferritic-bainitic matrix with presence of martensite islands and different RA contents.
The greater content of RA in TRIP780, leads to higher uniform and total elongation compared to DP780
(Figure 7), thanks to the contribution of the TRIP effect. The beneficial influence of TRIP effect on
mechanical properties is associated to the formation of additional geometrically necessary dislocations
during the strain-induced martensitic transformation, which increases work hardening and delays the
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onset of necking [55,56]. The amount of dislocations generated depends on the amount of the RA
transformed. Therefore, a higher RA volume fraction implies a higher contribution of the TRIP effect
to the mechanical performance. The relation between the RA content and uniaxial tensile strength and
ductility is illustrated in Figure 11; the higher the RA content, the higher the UTSxTE product.
In DP980, part of the ferrite is replaced by tempered martensite and the amount of martensite is increased
respect to DP780 and TRIP780, resulting in higher strength and lower elongation. DP980 has the lowest
amount of RA. Therefore, the contribution of the TRIP effect to the uniform and total elongation is
limited compared to the other steel grades. The substitution of the soft ferrite by bainite or tempered
martensite in 3rd Gen 1180 MPa steels allows attainment of higher strength levels, while the straininduced transformation of RA to martensite, significantly improve the ductility compared to DP980.
The advantageous effect of RA and the strain-induced transformation to martensite on strength and
ductility has been reported in several works [55, 57-60]. Nevertheless, the contribution of TRIP effect
to fracture resistance is not so evident as shown in Figure 11. The figure shows no direct correlation of
RA volume fraction with the TFS or the fracture toughness (we). For instance, looking at 1180 MPa steel
grades, it can be seen that the 3rd Gen Q&P1180 shows the highest TFS and we, whereas it has the lowest
amount of RA. The same applies for 780 MPa steel grades. Despite the larger RA content of TRIP780
it shows similar TFS and lower we than DP780. This finding points out the limited, or even negative,
impact of RA on edge formability and crash performance.
Xiong et al. [60] also observed that, for a Q&P steel quenched at different temperatures, the UTSxTE
product increased with increasing the RA content, while fracture toughness decreased. This detrimental
effect of RA on cracking resistance is attributed to the higher stress triaxility present in the crack tip
which significantly increases the RA to martensite transformation rate. Consequently, the brittle network
of fresh martensite created in the fracture process zone favors damage and rapid crack propagation
[59,60]. Different studies revealed that other factors, such as the RA morphology, size or stability also
have influence on fracture resistance of TRIP-assisted steels [48,59-61].
However, fracture resistance is not only controlled by RA content and stability but also by matrix
characteristics and secondary phases distribution. The work of de Diego-Calderon et al. [61] showed
that crack initiation in Q&P steels is mainly controlled by the tempered martensite grain size and volume
fraction, which increases the plastic strain energy to form micro-ductile structures and by the
untempered martensite island formed during Q&P cycle, which act as cleavage initiation sites.
According to this, the larger amount of fresh martensite present in the 3rd Gen DP1180 probably has a
negative effect on TFS and we. On the other hand, the more homogeneous carbon-depleted martensite
matrix of 3rd Gen Q&P1180 contributes to increase the fracture resistance. Therefore, to obtain an
optimum balance between fracture resistance and global formability, the RA volume fraction and
stability as well as the matrix characteristics, should be carefully controlled.
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Figure 11. Relation of RA content with strength/ductility and fracture resistance parameters.

4.2. Correlation between stretch flangeability and fracture resistance parameters
The identification of the material properties governing the stretch flangeability of AHSS has been the
focus of extensive research [14,17, 28-33,51]. As mentioned before, the HER has become the most
widespread parameter for stretch flangeability and edge cracking resistance assessment of AHSS.
However, while it is a very useful parameter for material ranking, it is not an intrinsic material property
and depends on many variables. For this reason, constant efforts are devoted to correlate the HER with
mechanical properties. Contrary to the observations for low strength steels [62], conventional uniaxial
tensile properties such as tensile strength or elongation are not good indicators of HER. This is also
shown in Figure 12, where the HER values measured in this work are plotted against different tensile
properties (UE, TE, UTSxTE) and fracture resistance parameters (TFS, TTS, we). The figure shows that
the HER decreases with increasing UE, TE and UTSx UTE product, which is opposite to the initial
expectations. On the other hand, fracture resistance parameters such as the TFS, the TTS or the we are
more suitable to rationalize stretch flangeability of AHSS, i.e. the higher the fracture resistance the
higher the stretch flangeability. An especially good linear correlation is observed between HER and we
(R2=0.79), which is in good agreement with the results of Casellas et al. [14] and Frómeta et al. [15].
For the sake of comparison, the we and HER values obtained in this work are plotted, together with the
results of [14] and [15], in Figure 13. Unpublished results for different HSLA steels are also included.
The very good linear fitting for different AHSS families (R2=0.91) strengthen the hypothesis that stretch
flangeability of AHSS is mainly dictated by fracture toughness, measured here in terms of we, which
controls the propagation of the microcracks generated during hole punching (or edge cutting). It is
important to remark that HER values do not only depend on material properties but also on hole
preparation method, edge quality, etc. Consequently, deriving definitive conclusions only from HETs
may sometimes lead to misleading material ranking and non-optimum material selection. In turn,
fracture toughness is the material property that controls cracking resistance and represents a more
objective design parameter for microstructural optimization in terms of fracture resistance.
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Figure 12. HER values as a function of different uniaxial strength/ductility and fracture resistance parameters

Figure 13.Correlation between HER and we for the AHSS grades investigated in this work together with previously
published results by the authors [14, 15]. Internal unpublished results for HSLA are also plotted. All the HER
values shown are from HETs according to ISO16630.

4.3. Thickness strain measurements
Figure 14 compares the thickness strains measured in HET, DENT and uniaxial tensile specimens. For
all the investigated AHSS grades, the values of thinning measured in HET specimens (TTS HET) are
within the range of thickness strain measurements from DENT specimens (ε3f DENT i and ε3f DENT p). It
suggests that fracture mechanisms involved in HET and DENT tests are phenomenologically similar;
i.e. in both tests, fracture is triggered by the propagation of pre-existing cracks (microcracks around the
punched hole in HET [14, 33], and fatigue pre-cracks in DENT specimens). Accordingly, the critical
thinning for edge crack propagation can be directly related to the thickness strains measured in precracked DENT specimens, as shown in Figure 14.
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This approach can be seen as an alternative to the edge thinning limit (ETL) criterion proposed by Hance
[54]. The ETL is defined as the critical thinning for edge crack propagation and is calculated according
to Equation 9:

𝐸𝑇𝐿 = 1 − exp [

−ln(1+(

𝐻𝐸𝑅𝐿𝐵
)
100

𝑅𝑚 +1

]

Equation 9

where HERLB is the lower-bound HER [54] and Rm is the normal anisotropy.
If the ETL is exceeded anywhere along the edge of a deformed blank, or a punched hole in this case,
then there is high risk of edge cracking. Figure 14 plots the calculated ETL values for the steels
investigated in the present work. As observed, ETL values are in good agreement with TTS HET and ε3f
DENT. Therefore, thickness strain measurements in pre-cracked DENT specimens can be used to establish
a limit edge-crack thickness strain which, like the ETL criterion, can be implemented in FEM software
as an objective and physically motivated criterion for edge-cracking prediction. Establishing a
comparison between this criterion and the edge thinning diagram proposed by Hance [54], the lower
safe limit for edge crack prediction would be dictated by the ε3f DENT i. Below this thickness strain the
component would be safe from edge cracking. The upper limit for failure would be given by DENT ε3f
p
i
p
DENT . The range between ε3f DENT and ε3f DENT , would indicate risk of cracking.
As shown in Figure 14, the values of TTS from uniaxial tensile specimen completely overestimate the
thickness strains from DENT and HET specimens (TTS=0.25-0.64). However, looking at the relative
differences between the different steel grades, it can be observed that the thickness strain values for the
three different test configurations follow a similar trend. This evidences that, whereas the TTS cannot
be directly used to estimate the thickness reduction in DENT and HET specimens, it can provide a
qualitative ranking in terms of fracture toughness and edge fracture resistance.
These observations may help to better understand the relationship between edge fracture and crack
propagation resistance in AHSS. However, other factors such as the influence of cutting or punching
conditions on limit edge thinning values should be investigated in further detail to define a reliable
fracture criterion for edge crack prediction, considering initial edge damage and crack propagation
resistance.

Figure 14. Thickness strain measurements performed in DENT, HET and uniaxial tensile specimens. Edge
thinning limit (ETL) values are also plotted.
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4.4. Relation between tensile properties and fracture toughness
As discussed above, fracture toughness is a relevant property to assess the fracture resistance of AHSS.
Unfortunately, as shown in Figure 15, there is no a direct relationship between fracture toughness and
conventional uniaxial tensile properties [48,51,60]. It is clearly shown that elongation values (uniform
and total) or the UTSxTE product, which is usually used as a toughness indicator, are not suitable
parameters to estimate the cracking resistance of AHSS. On the other hand, as previously observed for
edge fracture resistance (Figure 12), local strain measurements from uniaxial tensile tests (TFS, TTS)
give a better estimation of fracture toughness. Nevertheless, previous works showed that these fracture
related parameters often cannot accurately describe the fracture behavior of the material when it is
related to the presence of existing cracks or defects [51,60]. Therefore, to better understand the fracture
performance of AHSS sheets, including crack initiation and propagation resistance, fracture toughness
should be properly measured in the frame of fracture mechanics.

Figure 15. Correlation between fracture toughness and uniaxial tensile properties.

4.5. AHSS classification according to their crack propagation resistance
The need for new classification mappings based on formability and fracture performance of AHSS has
become more and more evident in the last years [16,17, 30,31]. The concept of a global/local formability
map for AHSS was introduced by Hance [16], who proposed a novel diagram for AHSS performance
classification. The global formability was represented in terms of uniform elongation, which is a suitable
measure of the material resistance against strain localization or necking, and local formability was
indexed on the basis of the TFS. The ratio between uniform strain and TFS provides a general idea about
the overall formability of the material. Alternatively, Larour et al. [30] and Heibel et al. [31], suggested
the use of the true thickness strain (TTS), for local formability prediction, based on the good correlation
between TTS and HER. Heibel et al. [31] stated that thickness strain measurements are more accurate
than fracture strains based on the reduction of area (TFS or Z-value), since they do not take into account
the fracture width, which is only influenced by global formability. They developed a formability
mapping using the TTS and the true uniform strain (εu) as a measure of local and global formability,
respectively.
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However, none of these classification approaches consider the material’s crack propagation resistance
which, as shown in the present work and in previous publications [14,15, 34, 35, 51], provides useful
information about the overall fracture behavior of AHSS sheets. According to this, an alternative
performance mapping approach accounting for the crack propagation resistance is proposed in Figure
16. The figure plots the uniform elongation (UE) in the x-axis and the specific essential work of fracture
(we) in the y-axis. The specific essential work of fracture is raised as an index of local formability or
cracking resistance. i.e. the higher the we the higher the cracking resistance. The diagram is divided in
different quadrants according to global and local formability levels. The more to the right in the plot the
greater the global formability, whereas upper quadrants indicate superior fracture resistance and damage
tolerance. Compared to traditional classification diagrams based only on tensile strength and elongation
values, such as the so-called “banana” plot (Figure 17a), this classification system allows a more
complete description of the formability and fracture performance of AHSS (Figure 17b). Moreover, it
can serve as a guide for future steel development and optimum material selection for automotive
structural parts.

Figure 16. AHSS classification based on global formability (UE) and fracture resistance (we). LGF: low global
formability, LCR: low cracking resistance, HGF: high global formability, HCR: high cracking resistance.

Figure 17. a) Conventional classification diagram of AHSS steels (“banana plot”) in terms of UTS and TE. b)
Proposed diagram for classification of AHSS according to their strength level (UTS) and fracture resistance (we).
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5. Conclusions
The mechanical properties and the fracture resistance of different 1st and 3rd generation AHSS grades
have been investigated. From the analysis of the obtained results the following conclusions can be
drawn:
 Conventional uniaxial tensile properties are not sufficient to describe the local formability and
fracture behavior of AHSS. On the other hand, other fracture-related parameters such as the true
fracture strain (TFS), the true thickness strain (TTS) or the specific essential work of fracture
(we) provide a better prediction of fracture performance. The very good correlation between we
and HER values for several AHSS and HSLA steels, consolidates the observations made in
previous work and confirms the close relationship between fracture toughness and stretchflangeability in AHSS.


A new classification mapping considering global ductility (UE) and fracture resistance (we) is
proposed for a more exhaustive description of the overall formability and fracture behavior of
AHSS. The proposed diagram can be useful for improved AHSS performance ranking and
optimum material selection depending on the requirements of the intended application.



The true thickness strain (TTS) from uniaxial tensile tests significantly overestimates the
thickness reduction in punched hole edge and fatigue pre-cracked DENT specimens. However,
the relative differences in TTS are well reflected in toughness and edge cracking resistance
parameters. Therefore, it might be used as a qualitative indicator of fracture toughness and edge
fracture resistance.



The values of thickness strain measured in fatigue pre-cracked DENT specimens (ε3f DENT) are
similar to edge thinning values measured in HET specimens (TTS HET). This evidences the
similarity between edge fracture and crack propagation mechanisms and allows establishing an
objective fracture criterion for edge-cracking prediction. These results highlight the importance
of addressing edge cracking phenomena considering the underlying fracture mechanisms, since
fracture is governed by crack propagation resistance.



The essential work of fracture is proposed here as a relevant parameter to assess the fracture
resistance of AHSS and to understand the role of microstructural constituents on fracture
behavior. The investigation on the correlation between fracture toughness and uniaxial tensile
properties has shown that fracture toughness cannot be estimated from traditional ductility or
toughness indicators (UE, TE, UTSxTE, etc.). Local strain measurements from tensile tests
(TFS, TTS) offer a better estimation of fracture toughness. However, none of these parameters
can accurately describe the fracture behavior in the presence of cracks. Therefore, fracture
toughness, understood as the material’s crack initiation and propagation resistance, must be
measured following a fracture mechanics approach to properly evaluate the microstructural
effects on fracture behavior.



The results obtained from fracture toughness tests revealed that microstructural features that
improve global ductility, such as for example the TRIP effect, can have a detrimental effect on
fracture toughness. Hence, microstructural design must take into account not only tensile
properties but also crack initiation and propagation resistance parameters.
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